ACTION
PLAYBOOK

Taking action on the results
of your Emplify Survey is key
for creating and improving a
culture of engagement
We've worked with hundreds of companies to make
employee engagement a reality in their organizations.
In this playbook, we've gathered some of the most
successful action steps for each engagement driver
as a resource for you to use within your teams.
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ACTIONS FOR AUTONOMY

AUTONOMY

1

The organization trusts employees to use
their expertise to make decisions about how
to do their jobs.

Offer a “Magic Wand”: Ask employees, "If you
had a magic wand and could change one thing
about the way work is done that would make it
better for you and the organization, what would you
change?" The outcome of these conversations may
inspire a special project an employee can take on
to ﬁnd variety and challenge in their work.

2

Delegate Authority: Pick a few things and
delegate authority to capable, line-level employees.

3

Facilitate team retrospectives: Have a short
retrospective after a project or milestone to ask
employees "what worked?", "what didn't?", "one
change?", and listen to the feedback. Ask for a
volunteer to own and execute an idea that came
from the retrospective.

How to Engage Employees through a culture of
ownership. Read more...
Is Bureaucracy Killing Engagement at Your
Company? Read more...
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ACTIONS FOR CAPACITY

CAPACITY
The organization enables employees to feel
they possess the emotional and psychological
resources necessary for investing themselves
in their roles.

1

2

3

4

Assess deadlines and priorities: What is the
process for setting deadlines? Are all relevant
parties included in a standard process? Have
priorities been distinguished? If everything is
important and urgent, employees struggle to know
where to focus their time and effort.

Promote the "light at the end of the tunnel":
During seasons of high volume, employees can
become weary. Help them feel appreciated for their
extra effort and see that there is a "light at the end
of the tunnel.”
Reevaluate roles and headcount: Employees may
be struggling with capacity because there's a talent
shortage. If this is the case, review current roles to
play to your strengths and/or add new hires to
better balance the workload.
Focus on “rocks” vs. “pebbles”: Remind
employees of the “rocks” of the job that are
mission-critical to do well. And give them
permission not to worry as much about all the
“pebbles.”

Psychological Safety and Its Siblings Meaning
and Capacity. Read more...
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COWORKER
RELATIONSHIPS
There is coworker cohesion and amicable
interactions leading to positive relationships
at the organization.

ACTIONS FOR COWORKER RELATIONSHIPS

1

2

3

Share team experiences: Get the team together
outside of work for a shared experience to build
relationships and strengthen bonds. Great
examples include ropes courses, escape rooms, or
bowling. Consider ﬂying in your remote employees
so they can join as well.

Execute on the 1on1: Consistently having 1on1
meetings can help get to the root of trust or conﬂict
issues.

Focus on consistency: Mistrust can stem from a
perception of favoritism due to a lack of consistent
accountability within the team. Prioritizing
consistent accountability can help build trust and
positive relationships.

4

Have an introspection happy hour: Create a time
for team members to get together and reﬂect on a
recent goal or milestone. Hearing that others may
have felt the same frustrations or struggles can
help with unity.

5

Invest in trust/respect training: Sometimes,
formal training is needed. Take a look at Patrick
Lencioni, Paul Zak, or ask about an Emplify service
partner.
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COWORKER
RELATIONSHIPS
There is coworker cohesion and amicable
interactions leading to positive relationships
at the organization.

MORE ACTIONS FOR COWORKER RELATIONSHIPS

6

7

Encourage departmental collaboration: Modify
the structure or goals of departments so
employees don't work against each other, but can
see the path to winning together.
Take the time to ask: Show employees that you
care about them by taking time to ask how they are
doing. This can be a great encouragement
especially for employees who are remote or under
a heavy workload.

8

Start job shadowing: Give employees a chance to
"spend a day in a coworker's shoes." Conﬂict and
tension tend to grow from competing priorities.
Employees need to see that every role and
department rolls up into a greater sum than the
parts. Experiencing this unity and other's roles can
create empathy and understanding.

9

Dive into personalities: Purchase and run PI,
DiSC, or Meyers-Briggs with employees. When
employees understand their natural leanings and
those of their coworkers, it improves how they
approach each other and how that approach is
received.

10

Confront behavior: Call out the "elephant in the
room" by addressing behaviors that create distrust.
Modeling effective behaviors that are valued and
holding the team accountable are important roles
as a leader.
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ACTIONS FOR FAIRNESS

FAIRNESS
Leaders help employees feel that the rewards
and treatment of individuals are fair within
the organization.

1

Stamp out favoritism: If Coworker Relationships,
Manager, and/or Feedback also score low, then a
favoritism issues is probably related. Consider coaching
managers to make accountability more consistent.

2

Audit communications: Fairness issues often arise
from broken feedback loops or hearsay. Audit
communication cadences and retool as needed. The
goal is to gain greater alignment through the authority
structure and generate more feedback from line-level
workers.

3

Evaluate incentives: Look at current incentives to see
if they drive the right behavior. Analyze what employees
do to hit a goal. If this seems manufactured, then you
might want to change the incentive or how it's awarded.

4

Reward on merit: Most employees say they like the
idea of a meritocracy, where performers are rewarded
and laggards aren't. This favors a merit pool whereas
across-the-board COL increases are designed to bring
base levels up to market or to ﬁght inﬂation.

5

Look for executive disconnection: If Leader Integrity
or Leader Availability are also low org-wide, there is
most likely a fundamental disconnect between
employees and executives. Implement some of the
actions recommended to address Leader Integrity or
Leader Availability to help with this.

Why “Fairness” Consistently Scores Low in
Engagement Surveys. Read more...
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ACTIONS FOR FEEDBACK

FEEDBACK
Employees feel that they receive adequate
and helpful feedback from their manager.

1

2

3

4

Increase frequency: Reconsider the traditional annual
performance / compensation review. Instead, have
employees sit-down with their manager each quarter or begin
quarterly department retrospectives. Google's job
performance review resources are a great tool for this.
Encourage 1 on 1 meetings: Focus on how to run 1on1
meetings with feedback as a standard agenda item. Use
video streaming or FaceTime to meet with remote workers.
Recognize employees: Praise goes a long way in motivating
people! Every time you say something critical, pair it with
something aﬃrming. Face-to-face and in public are the best
formats for recognition.
Understand generations: Younger generations like
Generation Z and Millennials naturally have more appetite for
job performance feedback. Increase the volume of feedback,
mix constructive with aﬃrmation, and learn to reward them by
deferring parts of your own authority.

Why Annual Performance Reviews are Ineffective.
Read more...

7 Employee Recognition Ideas for the
Business-Focused Leader. Read more...
4 Ways to Build Operational Excellence Through
Employee Feedback. Read more...
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ACTIONS FOR GOAL SUPPORT

GOAL SUPPORT
The organization makes efforts to remove
structural barriers that prevent an employee
from achieving their goals.

1

Remove Blockers: Ask employees what blockers
are preventing them from getting work done. Focus
on listening rather than dictating.

2

Rebuild processes: Enable employees to tear
down and rebuild internal work processes so they
can ﬁnd eﬃciencies. This also lets people take on
new responsibilities that play to their strengths.

3

Implement personal development coaching:
Collaborate with employees via 1:1 coaching
sessions to remove blockers and provide feedback
- both constructive and positive.

4

Evaluate tools: Is there an outdated tool or
missing piece of software that could impact a
team? Look for ways to eliminate redundancy or
streamline day-to-day work.
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LEADER
AVAILABILITY
Leaders should be approachable, visible,
accessible and readily available to all
employees in the organization.

ACTIONS FOR LEADER AVAILABILITY

1

Be visible: Set a goal to spend 20% of your time
with line-level employees. Consider going on a
"listening tour" and meet with employees. Plan to
attend weekly department meetings from time to
time.

2

Host a town hall: Have time in all-team meetings
for employees to ask questions to leadership.
These questions can be written anonymously or
asked live. This is an opportunity to show that
executives are listening.

3

Show gratitude: Schedule time each week to send
a message of thanks to an employee.
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LEADER
INTEGRITY
The perception of leaders based on their
commitment to do what is best for employees
and the company and their ability to follow
through on that commitment.

ACTIONS FOR LEADER INTEGRITY

1

2

3

4

Be vulnerable: Be willing to show a "kink in the
armor" by opening up about a recent failure. This
helps to display honesty. Millennials will really
appreciate the vulnerability.

Deliver on a promise: Commit to making one
change, do it, publicize that you did it, and ask
employees to evaluate the effectiveness of that
action by taking the next Emplify Survey.

Be transparent: Be willing to highlight company
news, both good and bad, via regular "state of the
company" emails. This can be done on a weekly or
monthly cadence.

Get uniﬁed: Make sure the leadership is aligned
internally before communicating and sharing
company results or direction with employees. This
ensures that the message conveyed is consistent.
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ACTIONS FOR MANAGER

MANAGER
The relationship between the employee and
their manager that looks at respect, fairness,
and development.

1

2

3

Help them let go: Deferring authority is highly effective in a
team. Resist the urge to always provide an answer or be
right. Instead, use these opportunities to involve the team.

Give them data: Review the Emplify data to get more
context. Work through the process of choosing one action
item from an engagement driver. Emplify's Coaching
Services can help with this process.

Talk to the team: Talking to your team and providing
intentional feedback matters more than you may think.
Focus on how to run 1on1 meetings with direct reports.

4

Understand generations: Boomer or older Generation X
leaders who manage Millennial or Generation Z workers don’t
always understand how to motivate them. This can also be
the case for younger leaders who manage older employees.
Understanding how to work with different generations can
help signiﬁcantly.

5

Take online courses: There are several great courses to
help develop the discipline of management. Online courses
can be beneﬁcial because they don’t require going off-site
and offer more ﬂexibility with scheduling.

Managers are the Key to Unlocking Employee
Engagement. Read more...
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ACTIONS FOR MEANING

MEANING
The organization helps employees have a
sense of value (purpose, money, status, and
inﬂuence) when they immerse themselves in
their roles.

1

Deﬁne impact: Employees want to understand what hitting a
goal enables the company to do. Connect accomplishing the
company purpose or a goal with a cause or outcome many
hold dear. Seeing that cause succeed helps employees clearly
understand how their work is driving a big picture impact.

2

Introduce customers: It is meaningful for employees
(especially internal-facing ones) to see and talk to a customer
who can tell about how their organization beneﬁts from your
product or service.

3

Celebrate Wins: Regularly highlight wins and exciting work
that is taking place across the organization...even if they
seem diﬃcult to ﬁnd. Make it part of team and all-company
meetings or communication cadences. Everyone likes to win!

4

Emphasize recognition: Genuine praise goes a long way to
motivating people! The best recognition programs are
peer-initiated, personal, and public.

5

6

7

Think like an owner: If Meaning and Utilization are both
low, employees are indicating that the actual work is boring.
Work side-by-side with employees and defer some authority
so employees can improve areas of their own work.

Evaluate pay gaps: If Meaning and Fairness both score low,
an overall market compensation analysis may be needed to
address the issue.
Clarify direction: If Meaning and Purpose are both low,
employees may be unclear of the company's future.
Understand the true pulse of this before making top-down
announcements.
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PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
The organization promotes and encourages
employees' professional development.

ACTIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

1

Grow inﬂuence: If a performer can't be promoted,
growth is still possible. Help them develop a skill,
expand their internal inﬂuence, or receive a new
title.

2

Create a job description database: This allows
employees to access all job descriptions and
visualize a career path inside the organization.

3

Promote continuing education: Look for ways to
let employees access these opportunities. Can
they use an HR/training database of videos to
learn a new skill? Is there tuition reimbursement
for a class that's aligned with their career path?

4

Evaluate feedback loops: Make sure employees
have regular discussions with their manager about
their career path rather than just one time per year.

Unexpected Ways to Improve Prof. Dev. for More
Engaged Employees Read more...
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ACTIONS FOR PSYCH SAFETY

PSYCH SAFETY
The sense within an individual that they can
show and employ their true selves at work
without fear of negative consequences to
self-image, status, or career.

1

Process Failure: Consistently ask employees for a
"win" and a "whiff" in 1on1 or group meetings. As a
manager or leader, go ﬁrst to start the
conversation. This helps employees feel safe to
own their role and take risks for the beneﬁt of the
organization.

2

Establish Boundaries: Identify areas where
executives may be swooping down through
multiple layers, like sending texts at midnight.
Agree on boundaries and establish normal
communication cadences.

3

Be vulnerable: As an executive or leader, share a
personal story about a failure or lesson learned in a
public forum.

Psychological Safety and Its Siblings Meaning and
Capacity. Read more...
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ACTIONS FOR PURPOSE

PURPOSE
The organization communicates to employees
why it exists beyond making a proﬁt.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Hold quarterly meetings: Employees need to see where the
organization is going and how all the parts ﬁt together. Try to
include all employees in quarterly meetings, not just “the
bosses.” Including open book management as part of the
meeting can help employees better understand the purpose
and direction of the company.

Nominate a "Chief Communication Ofﬁcer" to own
change management: In seasons of high change,
uncertainty can become toxic and create doubt. Get ahead of
the rumor mill by increasing the frequency of company
communication to all employees.

Send a "State of the Company" email: Send an email to all
employees with updates on the business and highlights such
as recent wins from speciﬁc teams.

Create an identity doc: Have an employee committee create
an "Identity Document" that speciﬁes attitudes and behaviors
that grow out of your core values. Have them present this to
the entire company.
Take time to answer questions: Create a time in all-team
meetings for employees to ask questions to leadership. This
can be done by allowing employees to write questions
anonymously or ask them live. Employees are able to see that
leadership is listening.

Use the employee handbook: The employee handbook can
be a place to share a corporate identity “manifesto.” This
could include information on why the company exists, where
it’s going, what cultural principles are key, and the behaviors
that result from the culture.
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ACTIONS FOR REST

REST
The organization gives employees a sense
that they can take time off when needed.

1

2

3

Evaluate the policy: Take a look at your PTO
policy. Does it punish employees for taking time off
or reward them?

Have backups: It doesn't matter how generous the
PTO policy is if a conscientious worker doesn't
have an advocate who “has his back”. Make sure
each role has a backup in place.
Set an example: Many employees follow the lead
of their boss regardless of the PTO policy.
Encourage employees at all levels to prioritize
work-life balance.

Why Employee Burnout is Detrimental to
Engagement—and How to Fix It. Read more...
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ACTIONS FOR ROLE CLARITY

ROLE CLARITY
The organization connects employees' daily
work tasks to the purpose of the business and
provides clarity about what that work is.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Map relationships: Draw the relationships
between authorities or departments as it relates to
getting work done in your area. Identify areas that
are broken or redundant and need to be addressed.
Align on goals Look at personal, departmental,
and company goals. Evaluate if they have a
common thread or if a lot of silos exist.

Evaluate job descriptions: Take a look at current
job descriptions to see if they line up with what
your employees are asked to do.

Ask employees: Ask employees to identify things
they think aren't their job. Have them identify why
and a better solution.
Encourage Ownership: Ensure that part of the
goal-setting process is driven by employees and
feels under their control to inﬂuence.
Share the “State of the Company”: Make sure all
employees understand the purpose of each
department/location and how they contribute to
company goals.
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SHARED
VALUES

ACTIONS FOR SHARED VALUES

1

Encourage intra- and interdepartmental
collaboration: Create goals both inside the
department as well as between departments that
cause different personalities to work and win
together.

Coworkers share common work attitudes.
2

Address personality conﬂicts: If scores are highly
negative, it might be that a couple people inside the
team just don't like each other. Work with that set
of employees so it doesn't "leak" to others.

3

Be a values champion: As a leader, talk about and
live out your organization’s core values. Ask for
employees to rally around them and talk about
examples in staff meetings.

Why Employees Need Shared Values to be Fully
Engaged. Read more...
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ACTIONS FOR UTILIZATION

UTILIZATION

1

The organization effectively uses employees'
abilities and skills in their roles.
2

3

4

Work with employees: Work alongside line-level
employees and ask questions. This creates
visibility on the ways employees are doing the work
and how they think the processes could be
improved.

Stretch the role: Provide opportunities for
motivated employees to opt-in to overtime or
stretch assignments. This lets them stretch their
role and become world class at it, while also adding
value to the business.

Publish an employee skill matrix: Create and
publish an employee skill matrix and keep it
updated. Share this as a way to improve
cross-training and growth.

Participate in a continuous improvement
exercise: Walk your team through a continuous
improvement exercise to surface their own
expense-saving and productivity-increasing ideas.
Ask them to lead the implementation of the
improvements.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

3 Essential Elements for a Successful Employee
Engagement Feedback Model. Read more...

Is Your “Top Workplace” Company Falling Short on
Meaning? Read more...

Employee Engagement Strategies Fall Apart When
Communication Falls Short. Read more...

The Real Secret to Helping Employees Find
Meaning at Work. Read more...

The #1 Employee Retention Strategy for Preventing
Staff Turnover. Read more...

How to Motivate Employees Through Passion and
Purpose. Read more...

The Symptoms of a Disengaged Employee.
Read more...

Want a Quick Win for Employee Engagement?
Focus on Role Clarity. Read more...

5 Ways to Empower Managers for Increased
Employee Engagement. Read more...

Bridge Employee Perception Gaps with a Listening
Tour. Read more...

Managing Managers Effectively: The One Question
All Leaders Should Ask More Often Read more...

Here’s What the Latest Research Reveals About
Employee Burnout. Read more...

What the Best Managers Do Differently — And How
Employers Can Support Them. Read more...

New Employee Engagement Trends Report
Provides Benchmarks for 2020. Read more...

